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Daviu L. Meyer, Chief.

ilatory Pablications Branch
.

-

.

I Nucletr Regulatory commission
hr Mington, DC 20505

RE: Comments On NUREG 10:2, Revision 1, " Event Reporting
' ystems , 10 C~1 50.72 and 50.73, Clarification of HR";J
C stems and Guidelinen for Reporting," (Draf t Report) ,

(Oglo.L2qr 7, 1991)1h Fed . 11qq.,_1.q,59 8
-

'. AIAtpflucri2D-

On behai: 3f the undersigned power reactor licensees,l' this
letter provides comments on Draft NUREG-1022, Revision 1, hEvent
Reporting Systems, 10 CFR 50.72 and 50.73, Clarificatic.. of NRC
byM cmu and ' Guidelines for Reporting," in accordance with the
rvsuost for comments (ggLq 55 Fed. Reg. 50,598 (Oct. 7, 1991)), and
the subsequent extensjon of the c w ent parled (s_p e 56 Fed. Reg.
59,303.(Nov. 25, 1991)).

In general, *ie commend the NRC Staff for its efforts to.

consolidate and clari.fy the existing reporting i . .;e . We also T

. appreciate the NRC Staff's continuing effor.t. co improve the f

reporting guidance by seeking to address industry concerna and
questions with regard to the interpretation and application of the
requirecents. This is a process that Taost emphatically should
continue.

However, our review of draft NUREG-1022, Rev. 1, has
#

identified,-in several sections, new NRC Staff positions that are
inconsistent with either or botn tha rngulations and the existing
reporting guidance contained in the original NUREv1022, and its
two supplements. Whilq not all changes from existing guidance

<

l' These comments are subrali ted on behalf of the fol]owing power

reactor licenseas: Duke Power Company, Niagara Mohawk Power
Corporation, Northeast Utilities, Public Service Electric &
Gas Company, Rochester Gas and Electric Corpora *lon, Tennessee
Valley Authority, TU Electric, and E shington Public Power
Supply System.
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would!be inapproptlate, the impact on licenseen from the specific
- changes discussed below would be significant, our comments address
these issues and of fer recommendations for improvements in the
proposed reporting guidance.

II. D.ingussion ;

A. ' jlapigrgluld

Since the pronulgation of the current version of the NRC's
reporting obligations under 10 C.P.R. 5% 50.72 and 50.73, and the

accompanying NRC Staff guidance regg'rding thc interpretation and
implementation of those provisions, substantial experience has
-been gained by licensees in the application of those reporting
criteria. Over this period, licensees have boon able to evaluate
and apply the reporting criteria in a reasonable manner, on a case-

'

by-cane basis. However, interpretations of the regulations both
within the industry and within the NRC have been noticeably
inconsistent. Licensees havu also noted that-there have been a
number of occasions-in which the NRC has sought, either informally
or ,4 n - enforcement actions, to -odify previously accepted
interpretations of these requirements. Inconsistent Staff
interpretations of the reporting requirements has resulted in
unwarranted uncertainty on the part of licensees as to ths
reportability of what are of ten insignificant events or conditions.

Tne uncertainty over reporting thresholds has also led to an
informal lowering of those thresholds. This tendency is

counterproductivo. It could result in flooding the NRC with
unnecessary reports of insignificant information. It also lcads
.to the unw'' 'nted negative publicity often associated with formal
reports e "ir ' dents" or " events" at nuclear power plants.

These e,ncerns were reflected in licensees' responses to the
1989 Regulatory Impact Survey. In responso, thn NRC Staf f informed
the . Commission and licensees that it would undertake efforcs to
address theso las'les, The announced' intent of this effort was to

saddress both apparent inconsistencies in reporting and the
underlying thresholds for reporting to ensure that the thresholds

.

U See 48 Fed. Reg. 39,039 (Aug. 29, 1983)(Section 50.72) and 48
Fed.. iteg . 33,850 (July 28, 1983)(Section 50,73); sAq algg

-

" Licensee Event Reporting System, Description of System and
Guideilines for Reporting", NUREG-1022 (September 1983) and
Supplements' I and 2 (Feb.1984, and Sept. 1985, respectively).
For convenience and clarity herein, we will refer to the
current NUREG-1022, together with its supplements, as NUREG-
1022, Rev. O. ,

-- . . _ . _ . _ _ . . _ _ . . . _ -_. . _- _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ . ._ - - . -
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established an appropriate level of significance.3' To t>!s end
the' Staf f indicated that it was pursuing these issues with the
industry and would hold Regional Workshops to obtain further
feedback from licencees and the public. These workshops were
conducted in the Fall of 1990. At the workshops, licensces
expressed similar concerns as had been reflected in the Regulatory
Impact-Survey responses.

B. Qyerview of Comiqgjl_st >

We support the NRC Staff's efforts to consolidate existing
- reporting guidance. It is important to licensees and the Staff ,

'

that consistent interpretations of those provisions be applied by '

both licencees and the NRC. However, such guidance must also be
consistent with the underlying regulatory provisions and the intent
of the Commission in adopting those provisions. Wo find that many
sections of the draft guidt.ee reflect positions that are either
inconsistent with the regulations or the original intent of the'

reporting requirements. We beldeve scme of the guidance also
represents new or different Staff interpretations of what is
required by the re7orting regulations. In these cases, we believe
the rew guidance would substantially increase the number of reports
licensees would be obligated to submit.

Significantly, the overall direction of the proposed new Staf f
guidance appears to be towards the formal reporting of normal
operational occu: rences, rather than focusing reporting on events
or-conditions with actual or potential safety significance. This
new focus not only is inconsistent with the reporting regulations,
but would redirect licensee and NRC resoarcos away from the review,

'.

evaluation, and reporting of safety-significant events or
conditions. To the-extent some of these new events or conditions'

-that might be reported under-the new guidance are viewed as having
marginal safety-significance, we note that virtually all of this
information is already available to the NRC in other forms. '- the
NRC feels the need to collect and review this data, it shou 2d do
-so outside of the formal reporting system and in a manner that does
not carry the negative implications of that system.

As eJso discussed below, many of the proposed changes to the
reporting guidance may not be properly implemented without
modification of the existing regulations because they directly
conflict with those regulations. Other portions of the proposed
new guidance would so alter the previous Staff positions that
tackfitting analyses should be performed. It is our view that many

i

E# S e e , A ._.g 1 , "Draf t Regulatory I npact Survey Report," SECY-90-
080 (March 9, 1990), at pp. 8-9.
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of those changes would not survive the scrutil.y of new rulemaking
or backfitting analyses.

Accordingly, we recommend substantial changes to the proposed
new reporting guidance before issuance in final form. To this
end, we recommend that the fitaf f undertake new discussions with
interested persons, including additional, more interactive,
workshops. In addition, before impleventation'of final guidance,
we recommend that a further opportunity for comment be afforded in
view of the substantial changes that are needed.

C. E229_1.f1C_famB931tB

The following section addresses six specific areas whera
NUREG-1022, Rev.1, does not reflect the language and/or intent o" .

10 C.F.R. JS 50.72 and 50.73, and/or departs from existing NRC
Staff guidance interpreting these sections to require licensees to
report certain minor events and/or conditions that are not
currently reportable, and should not be reportable. Despite
assertions that substantial changes are not expected in the number
of industry-wide notifications as a result of the new guidelines
(SEE Executive Summary, at p. xii), NUREG-1022, Rev. 1, these six
areas would broaden NRC expectations for reporting in such a way
that a significant increase in the number of notifications would
occur. This increase would not only impose a significant burden
on licensees, but would unnecessarily divert licensee and NRC
resources from attention to more safety-significant efforts.

The following discussion addr9sses our comments and offers
recommendations for resolving the inconsistencies.

1. ContJ E Y._To The Rasulatipns. The PrQnosell[e,y_Egportino
Guidance WQuid ReoJ11re Licensens To RengIt Decraded
component-Leyel Conditions. Rather Than DigradgiyLaAt
fonditions.

ERMLATORY FRAMEWORE: 10 C.F.R. 5 50.72 (b) (1) (11) requires,

in pertinent part, that licensees report within one hour:

Any evert or condition during operation that results in
the condition of the nuclear power plant, including its
principal safoty barriers, being seriously degraded; or
results in the nuclear power plant being (B) [1]n. . .

a condition that is outside the design basis of the plant
'(Emphasis added.)| . . . .

s In addition, licensees must file a Licensce Event Report (LER)
within 30 days for such events or conditions, pursuant to the
requirement of 10 C.F.R. 5 50.73 (a) (2) (ii) .

. . . .-
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,

Of most relevance to the-discussion below, those reporting
requirements focus on events or conditions that result in ar

condition that affects "the nuclear power plant."

RKMTING NRC - QUIRMlQE: The Statements of Consideration
accompanying the issuance o t' both these requirements clearly
articulate an NRC position that licensees were not generally
o>.pected to report componertt-Joyal events or conditions pursuant |

to these subsections: j

It is not intended that this paragraph apply to minor i

variacions in individual parameters, or to problems
concerning single pieces of equipment. !

48 Fed. Reg. at 39,042, col. 2, and 48 Fed. Reg. at 33,856, col. |
1. - Instead, the Commission envisioned the need to report j

component-level conditions "only if they involve functionally l

related components or if they significantly compromise plant i

I
safety" (111) . This interpretation is reprinted verbatim in the
existing reporting guidance for these requirements, aget HUREG- l

1022, Rev. O, at p. 12. |
|

IBOR9ED_ EDiqUlDAILOR: As currently drafted, the proposed
new reporting guidance specifically requires licensees "to report !
events and conditions = pertaining to components, s stems, and

,

structure" that meet the criteria of Section 50.72 (b) (lj (ii) (p_gg |
'.

5 3 . .! . 4 , at p. 41 (emphasis added)) . In addition, the new guidance
would require the reporting of any sellously degrhded component or*

any component outside its design basis, ugardless of irs affect :
on the nuclear power plant. For exanple, the guidance states that |

"[t]he phrase ' plant being seriously degraded' refers to a
condition of a system, sttucture, or component in which there has
been some loss of quality or functional capability" (f 3.2.4, at

p. 43 temphasis added)). Furthermore, the guidance states that-
conditions outside the plant's design include those in which "a
structure, system, or component is unable to perform its intended
safety function . . (or) la exccading the specific value or range.

of values thar were chosen for controlling parameters" ($ 3.2.4,

at p. 45 (emphasis added)), irrespective of the effect on plant
conditions, as directed by the regulations.

S2LCIEIC QOE9EN: The proposed new reporting guidance would-
cubstantially increase the existing reporting obliuations of

Sections 50.72 (b) (1) (ii) and 50.73 (a) (2) (ii) by requiring licensees
to report conditions involving individual structures, systems, et
components when there has been some locs of-quality or functional,

capability, or some conditicn exceeding specified controlling
,

- _ . _ . .
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parameters.i' 11oweve r , the new reporting guidance does not
consider wh2ther the system, structure, or component's condition
has seriously degraded the plant or has placed the plant in a
condition outside its design basis as provided in the regulation.
Thus, the new guidance would unnecescn ily extend the licensee's
obligation to report beyond the existing regulatory requirements.

As currently articulated, this drait guidance would also lead
to prompt reports of all ingpf.u'_a_1 12 equipment, regardless of1
applicable Technical Specifications. This guidance is particularly
absurd, given that ylo_lucions of Technical Specifications currently
are (under the regulations) reportable only as a 30-day report
under 10 C.F.R. 5 50.73 (a) (2) (B) . We do not believe that the
Commission intended that all non-conforming component-level
annualies be promptly reportable.

R_EC_OMMENDATIOE: We recommend that the Staff revise the
guidance to return to the approach suggested by the current NUREG-
1022. Reporting of leases of quality to individual components is
contrary to the roqulations contained in 10 C.F.R. $$
50. 72 (b) (1) (ii) and 6, 7 3 (a) (2) (ii) . Further, we do not believe
the Commission may cure this defect through the per*ormance of a
backfitting analysis in that the proposed guidance is, simply, in
conflict with current regulations.

2. C.qD.tra.rv To Tlte Regulations _,._TAq_ Proposed New ReppIllnil
@ isl M q e Wou1d Heanire Linensees _Tp Beporl _MARD
;itructures, Systems _. OI_SoEn9J1ents Are In A Condition
Out. side TAqir_Jni_uAering Dnian _ Basi.s or Licensing

_

Pgt;ber Than whsn_.The P_Utut _Ls In .A Conditi9n1 asis. t
outsidg_Jts Desi_gn Basis.

REMIATQRY._FEAMEWORE: 10 C.F.R. S 50.72 (b) (1) (ii) requires,

in pertinent part, that licensees report withir one hour:

Any avant or condition during operation that . . .

results in the nuclear power plant being (B) [i]n. . .

a condition that is outside the design basis of the plant
(Emphasis added.). . .

*
A licensee must also file an LER within 30 days of such an event
or condition puruuant to 10 C.F.R. 9 50.73 (a) (2) (ii) (B) .

9 These types of conditions are typically associated with the
entry into an applicable Technical Specification action
statement for an inoperable systen, structure, or component,
which cheuld not, on its own, warrant reporting.

I

- _
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In the discussion below, we focus on the aspect of these
reporting requirements associated with an event or condition that
placca "the plant" outside its " design basis," where " design basis"
is an explicitly defined term, 11ge 10 C.F.R. S 50.2.

EMMMi9_lUlQ_0JHltsNCE: The NRC Staff recently described in
detail what constitutes the design basis of the plant, and
contrasted the concept of design basis with the concept of
licensing basis and engineering design banis. Specifically, SECY-
91-364, " Design Document Reconstitution," (Nov. 12, 1991) provided
the following relevant NRC statement (at p. 3):

From a regulatory point of view, the design bases of a
facility are a subset of the licensing basic . In. . .

NUREG-131,7, "An Assessment of Design Control Practicos
and Design Reconstitution Ptugrams in the Nuclear
Industry," the staff defined " engineering denign basic"
to include both the design basis as defiton by 10 CPR
50.2 and oth.t design considerations inplemeted to
optimize the system design . . . .

- Even clearer, NUREG-13?7 (Feb. 1991),- (at p. 4-11, (emphasis' -

added)) statas that r[t]he 10CFR50.2 definition of de91gn bases is
- used in determining immediate notification requirements under
10CFR50.72 and licenset event report requirements under
10 CFR5 0 . 7 3 .' "

l' B M D R D _ J M K _ M I Q h llf E t Contrary to the regulation, and the
NRC Staff's _own statements in NUREG 1397, tne proposed new
reporting - guidance informs 'licenst es that "[w] hen'nvaluating the
reportability of conditions that appeat to be cutside the aesign'

basis =of the plant, ' engineering dee.ign bases' as definud in NUREG- ,

1397 chould be used" (s 3.2,4, at p. 44, (emphasis added)).. . .

- The proposed 'new guidance also W~ald rw uire licensees to consider
"the current licensing bases" ($ 3.2.4, at p. 44, and 5 3.3.2, at

p. 80 (emphasis added).) when addressing renortability. Further,
-

as an ' example of the extent to which-the NRC Staff would now expect
licensees to report under these regulationc, the new guidance
rtutes that if "a structure, system, or component is unable to
perform its intended safety function (s), the plant is. . .

considered to be outside the bounds of its design basis" (S 3.2.4,

at p. 45 (emphasis added)).-

pflC_IFIC CONCJJBJ The proposal tct licensees consider fer
purposes of reporting, under Sc.tions 50. 72 (b) (1) (ii) (B) and,

-

50. 73 (a) (2) (ii) (B) , the- plant's engineering design basis and
.

licensing basis directly conflicts with the explicit language of
the regulations. By their terms, the regulations contemplate only
the plant design basis. In eddition, the proposed new reporting
guidance directly conflicts with th" positions reflected in SECY-

,

,
, 3 -- -
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91-364 and MUREG-1397, and the industry practice in place since
issuance of Sections 50.72 and 50.71.

In fact, under the proposed guidance, any design or

engineering constraint would need to be reviewed, as well as all
information in the FSAR and on the plant's docket, to ascertlin
whether the event or condition in any manner placed any individual
structure, system, or component outside some basis, whether
engineering, licensing, or design.F This would lead to prop _pt

reporting of all degraded or non-conforming conditions, of all
inoperable equipment otherwise covered by Technical specifications,
as well as all Technical Spec 12ication violations. Again, such a
res' alt would ha inconsistent with current regulationn that
exp'4.citly require only 30-day reports for Technical Specification
violations. Such guidance would also result in a ficod of,

unnecessary and non-informative reporte.

RE.CDMJDATlDE: We recommend the removal of any discussion
suggesting a requircment to report events or conditions that are
outside a structure, system, or component's individual engineering
design basis and/or licensing basis. The proposed new reporting
guidance is contrary to the regulations contained in 10 C.F.R. SS

50.72 (b) (1) (ii) (B) and 50.E (a) (2) (ii) (B) , and would substantially
increase the number of prompt reports needed. Instead, the

report. lug threshold should require reports only when the design
basis 91 tDe plant is e::ceeded -- where the term " design basis of
the plant" relates (as it has historically been tr- ted) to

performance of principal safety barriers. Further, se do not
believe the Staff may cure this defect in the draft guidance
through the performance of a backfitting analysis. The proposed
guidance is, simply, in conflict with the regulation itself.

3. Contrary To TAe Remilglores. The_FIgposed New Reporting
R port Events OfOR1SI.anG9__.Would Requ_1.Le_L_Lc e ne.ee s To A

Condild.qas _That_gesultE.An_U_nanal3 zed c_opdition That .

lins The Potential To Siopifi.cantly g_gy.ytoy_i s e Plant;
Safety.

BEGULATORY_ FRAMEWORK: 10 C.F.R. 5 50.72 (b) (1) (ii) requires,

in portinent part, that licensees report within one hour:

In addition, Section 3.3.1 of the draft guidance (at p. 76),
which addresses seriously degraded or unanalyzed conditions
found while the plant is shutdowrs , refers licensees to the
guidance contained in Section 3.2.4. Thus, by reference, the
new guidance imp 1ies that " engineering design basis" and
" licensing basis" should also be considered when assessing
reportability pursuant to the requirements of 10 C.F.R. 5

50. 7 2 (b) ( 2 ) r, i) .

4

- . __ _
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Any event or condition during operation that . . .

results in the nuclear power plant being: (A) [1]n an
unanalyzed condition that significantly compromises plant
safety . (Emphasis added.) '

. . .

Licensees must also filo an LER within 30 days for such events or
conditions, pee 10 C.F.R. s 50.73 (a) (2) (11) .

We focus below on the aspect of this reparting requirement
associated with an event or condition that affccts the plant in
such a manner as to "significantly compromise () plant safety." >

MIATIM_.>iac._ mLogicJp The statements of consideration
underlying both these reporting requirements explains, by examplo,
that "small voids in systems designed to remove heat from the
reactor core uhlen have been shown through analysis not to be
safety significant need not be reportcut' (48 Fed. Reg. at 39,042,
col. 2, and 48 Fed. Reg, at 33,856, col. 1). This example is
reiterated verbatim in the existing reporting guidance (nqq NUREG-
1022, Rev. O, at p. 12). When saparately questioned on a related
concept regarding whether licensees need to report if the " plant
could have potentially been in an unanalyzed conditioni" the
existing NRC reporting guidance provides the following answer:

'

"The event is not reportable [under this subsection) if the plant
was never in an unanalyzed condition" (NURFG-10^2, Rev. O, Supp.
1, Question and Answer 4.1,, at p. 6 (emphasis added)).

PROR9.EED NEW GRIQANCE: The proposed new reporting guidance
states that the intent of Section 50,72 (b) (1) (ii) is "to ensure
taat potentially significant conditions or events" are reportea (9
3.2.4, at p. 4? (emphasis added)). With regard to subsection (A),
the new guidance also states that an unanalyzed conditien exists

if (1) the condition _potentially affectir.g a component,
system, or structure is of more than mir,or safety
significance; and (2) the condition potentially could (a)
increase the probability of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety
analysis report, or (b) create a reasonable potential for
an accident or malfunction of a different type than any
evaluated previously in the safety analysis report, or
(c) reduce the margin of safety as defined in the basis
for any technical specification.

5.3.2.4, at pp. 4 3 -4 4 (emphasis added). For example, the guidance
expects licensees to report " spills that create conditions that
could af fect component operability, qua'J ification, or design life"
(S 3.2.4, at p. 47 (emphasis added)). The nou guidance would also
require a licensee to report an in-plant spill or flood that

,

, - + - ,y . , ,,,,4_ # y ,, . -.-~- --i - .m -, ..
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"pote.tially affects vital equipment" (rLqe S 3.2.8, at p. 69 !
J

(ephasis added)).

EPER.Cl/l",LgpHCERN In sum, the proposed new reporting guidance
would require licensees to report an event or condition that |

recults in an unanalyzed condition that has the potential to I

significantly compromise plant safety. This new guidance therefore |
adds an additional layer of reportability by requiring licer. sees i

to consider not only whether the event or condition actually !

results in an unanalyzed condition that "significantly" compromises I
plant safety, but also to assess the " potential" to "significantly"
compromise safety. Returning to the small void example in the ;

Statements of Consideration for Sections 50.77 and 50.73, even if
a licensee concludes that the voids would not result in an
unanalyzed condition that significantly compromises plant safety,
they could nonetheless conclude that the voids would be reportable
because there was a " potential," perhaps under otnct " hypothetical
conditions," to significantly compromise plant safety.

In another case, in real time, a licensee using the now
guidance may determine that it needs to report a condition because
of a potential impact long before the impact becomes a fact (which
could then be assessed for reportability). Thus, the inclusion of
the term " potential" or any other language involving pcssibilities,
expands the reportability threshold to include events and
conditions not otherwise reportable by the explicit language of the
regulations.

This guidance is completely contrary to current regulations,
existing guidance, and existing practice. Stated directly, nothing
in the' language of the regulations suggests the need for filing
potential reports. The regulations are written in the present
(Section 50.72) ud past (Section 50.73) tenses - meaning quito
plain'' y that the event or condition to reported actually exic".s

.

or existed. No other aspect of these aquirements suggests the
need for anticipatory reports.

RE99_MliERDATIOll: We recommend the deletion of any references
to potentially significant evcats or conditions as an element of
the discussion in Section 3.2.4 of NUREG-1022, Rev. 1, because the

,

proposed neo mporting grddance is contrary to the applicable
regulations, i.e., 10 C.F.R. SS 50.72 cb) (1) { ii) and
50.73 (a) (2) (lij . While we submit that the language of the -

regulation itself precludes this interpretation, and thun the
defect cannot be cured through the ecmpletion of a backfitting
analysis, should the NRC decide to issue NUREG-1022, Rev. 1,

despite this inconsistency, the NRC should justify why the new
information sought is needed, and should comply with the

,

requirements of 10 C.F.R. 5 50.109 (i.e., by addressing the change
in Staff position from the original clarifications associated with j

-. - - ~ _ . . . . - _ . . _ . _ .
. . ,
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these reporting requirements contained in the underlying Statements
of Consideration and existing guidanca provided in NUREG-1022).

4. 9_gAtrary To Tbg._Engltl3tioDs . Tligl r.gAqngd Nqw_Espnrains
fatidance Wouldjicavine Licensees To Ecport Internal 2nd
EKterna] Events WJih A Pote_nt_i.al For, Raylgr Thun Havin9
Th9_.Ac_ttLal E(Lut OL_ jliani ficaDtiv Hamnerina rdig

EnrR9nn21

BEQ11LhTOBX_ERAMEwoREt 10 C.F.R. S 30. 72 (b) (1) (vi) requires,

in pertinent part, that licensees report within one hour:

Any event that poses an actual threat to the safety of
the nuclear power plant or significantly hampers site
personnel in the performance of duties necessary for the
safe operation of the nuclear power plant . . . .

(Emphasis added.) ;

Licensees must also file an LER within 30 days for such events,
pursuant to 10 C.F.R. S 50.73 (a) (2) (x) .

Similarly,10 C.F.R. S 50.72 (b) (1) (iii) requires, in pertinent *

part, that licensees report within one hour:

Any natural phenomenon or other external condition that
poses an actual threat to the safety of the nuclear power
plant or signiticantly hampers site personnel in the
performance of duties ne'.tessary for the safe operation
of tne plant. (Emphasis added.)

'Licenseen must also file an LER within 30 days for such phenomenon,
pursuant to 10 C.F.R. S 50.7 3 (a) (2) (iii) .

Jn focus below on the aspect of these reporting requirements
associated with an event or condition that "significantly hampers"
site personnel.

EXJ8 TING NRC_GUJ. DANCE : The Statenents of Coneideration
underlying Section 50.72 (b) (1) (vi) indicate that "[t]his provision
requires reporting of events, particularly those caused by acts of
personnel, which endanger the safety of the plant or interfere with
personnel in [the] performance of duties necessary for safe plant
operations" (48 Fed. Reg. at 39,043, col. 2). In the context of
a plant fire, the existing reporting 7uidance states: "To be ,

reportable, the test is whether the plant is actually threatened
or personnel are cignificantly hampered" (NUREG-1022, Rav. O, Supp.
1, Question and Answer 9.3, at p . 17 (emphasis added)) . Similarly,

the Statements of Consideration for Section 50.73 (a) (2) (x) notes
that a licensee need report "only those events which significantly

|

______ _-__ - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _-__
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hamper the ability of site personnel to perform safety-related
(4 8 Fed. Reg. at 33,853, col. 1 (emphasis added)).activities. "

. .

The Statements of consideration underlying both Section
50. 72 (L) (1) (iii) and Section 50. 73 (a) (2) (iii) indicate that
licensere should report external plant conditions or natural
phenomenon involving "an actual threat to the plant . . and where.

the threat or damage challenges the ability of the plant to
continue to operate in a safe manner (48 Fed. Reg. at"

. . .

39,042, col. 3, and 48 Fed. Reg. at 33,856, col. 2). The same
statemant is reiterated verbatiu in the existing reporting
guidance, gm NUREG-1022, Rev. O, at p. 13. Then by way of an
example (a snowstorm), the existing reporting guidance notes that '

"[i)f the snow significantly hampered personnel la the conduct of
their activities, the event is reportable'' (NUREG-1022, Rev. O,
Supp. 1, Question and Answer 5.2, at p. 7 (emphasis added)).

.

EBQPAS_ED NEW GUIJNiQE: The proposed new reporting guidance
would require licensees to report toxic gas releason with the
" potential to significantly hamper personnel" or with the
" potential of the gas to spread" (5 3.2.8, at p. 68 (emphasis

added)). Likewise, licensees would ba requirca to report
radioactiva releases with the " potential to significantly hamper
porsennel and the potential for an offsito release" (5 3.2.8, at
p. 68 (emphasis added)).5/ In addition, the new guidance defines
the phrase "significantly hampering site personnel" by re. quiring
licensacs to consider events simply " hindering or interfering with"
site personnel ( 5 3. 2. 8, at p. 65), without regard to actuality or
significance, and then throughout Section 3.2.8 expects licensees
to evaluate roportability by considering activities that "may
prevent," "may require." or "nay result" in significantly hampering
site personnel.I' The new guidance would also require licensees ta
report "[i]f a snowstorm, hurricane,_or other similar event could
significantly hamper or is expected to significantly hamper

U Similar guidance is contained in a separate but related
reporting requirement. Specifically, 10 C.F.R. 5

50. 7 2 (b) (2) (v) requires licensees to report "[a]ny event
requiring the transport of a radioactively contaminated person
to an offsite medical facility for treatment." However, the
new guidance extends this reparting requirement to include
events involving "the transport of a p_gj;entially contaminated
individual of fsite to a medical facility"- (5 3.3.6, at p. 107

L (emphasis added)).

I/ As an example of this approach, the new guidance states that
licensees need to report fires that "would typically involve

| _ hampering of personnel and perhaps a secondary side. . .

! initiated transient" (5 3.2.8, at p. 71 (emphasis added)).
|-

, - -- . , - ,_,, .
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personnel in the conduct cf their activities" ($ 3.2.5, at p. 53
(emphasis added)).

EPECIJLQ_QQ]iCERN: In sum, the language used in the proposed
new reporting gr.idance would direct licensees to report interaal
events and external conditions with the potential for significantly
hampering site personnel. This n?w guidance would add an
additional layer of reportahi.11 ty by requiring licensees to
consider net only whether the event or condition "significantly"
hampers, but also to assess the " potential" to "significaitly"
hamper. This new guidance places an obvious additional burden on
the licensee and can only increase the number of reports. In
addition, many of the potent.iAl reports to be required would be
unnecessary. These events may never develop into a situation where
person.nel are indeed hampered. Thus, the report of potential
events provides no meaningful or significant data.

We recognize as does the Staff that "significantly hampering"
necessarily entails some judgment. However, to redefine this
element of the reporting test by including a " potential" for
hampering actually precludes judgmant by requiring that all

potential conditions be reported. Moreover, the addition of a
requirement for potential reports in real 'ime would conflict.

directly with the present tense in the language of the regulation 1

(i.e., "significantly hampers"). The term suggests that the
hampering at issue in already occarring or has occurred.

Moreover, the re-definition of "significantly hampered" as
" hindering or interfering with" significantly lowers the reporting
threshold. The guidance la directly contrary to the reporting
standard. In fact, we see no basis to require such a low reporting
thr shold.

RECOMMENDATION: We recommend the deletion of any references
to potential events or conditions, with respect to significantly
hampering site personnel, as an element of report.ing . We also
recommend deleting the language jn the guiaance that would lower
the reporting threshold by redefining "significantly hampered" :
something other than just that standard. In these two areas, the -

proposed now reporting guidance is contrary to the regulations
contained in 10 C.F.R. 9% 50.72 (b) (1) (iii) and (vi), and
50. 73 (a) (2) (iii) and (x). While we submit that the language of the
regulation itself precludes this interpretation, and thus the
defect cannot be cured through the completion of a backfitting
analysis, _should NRC decide to issue NUREG-1022, Rev. 1, despite
this inconsistency, NRC should justify why information regarding
potentially significant events or conditions is needed and comply
Pith the requirements of 10 C.F.R 9 50.109.

__ _ .
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5. Cgnt;Igry To The lptent' Of The Reculat_igns The P_ngspagda
New RQDqrtina_9uidance Would l_egu_Lr_e_Jdgensees To Rqpgy_t"

Eyents Thnt Pose A THERA 1_12_R9DS_a19ty-ReJAted Equipapat
_

Qr That Slgaificar$11 Hamner Site Paraganel_ln_ The
Entfqqtance Of NonSads t y-9 elated Activities.m

EEGPJ,ATORY FRAMPSORK: 10 C.F.R. S 50.72 (b) (1) (vi) requires,
in pertinent part, that licensees report within one hour:

Any event that poses an actual threat to the safety of
the nuclear power plant or significantly hampers site
personnel . the performance of duties necessary for the
safe operation of the nuclear power plant . . . .

In addition, licensees must file an LER within 30 days for such
events, pursuant to the requ.trements of 10 C.F.R. $ 50.73 (a) (2) (x) . ;

'

These two repc,rting obligations focus on the " safety" or " safe
operation" of the nuclear power plant.

E.XJJ_TlRG NBC GtJIDM(QX: 'Che Statements of Consideration
underlying Section 50.73 (a) (2) (x) specifically limit the extent of!

the regulation by stating that "the scope has been narrowed so that
the hazard must hamper the ability of site personnel to perform
safety-related activities urfecting plant safety" (48 Fed. Reg. at
33,856, col. 3 (emphasis added)). This limitation is also
reflected in the existing NRC guidance for these requirements, see
NUREG-1 22, Rev 0, at pp. 17-18. Similarly, by way of example,
NUREG-lO22, Rev. O, Supp. 1, addresses the reportability vf an*

internal fire in the refueling bridge: "If the plant is not moving
fuel and the fire does not otherwise threaten safety equipment and
does not hamper site personnel, the fire is not reportable"
(Question and Answer 9.4, at p. 17 (emphasis added)).

Licensees have interpreted these guidelines to preclude
reporting events that threatened nonsafety-rellt;nd equipment or
significantly hamper the performance of agnnnfety -related'

activities. Such events would generally not bear on the " safety"

or " safe op'eration" of tne plant, i.e., the underlying basis for
reporting.r This philosopny is also reflected in the Statements
of Consideration accompanying the issuance of Section
50.72 (b) (1) (vi) , wherein NRC states that "[t]he licensee must

E'- If a safety system was indirectly threatened, such as due to
un effect on another non-safety system, that condition would
of course be reportable. However, absent an ef fect ' on a

| __ safety syntem or safety function, the condition or event is
not reportable. Therefore, the relevant reporting'

consideration is the effect on safety equipment or safety
functions, not interim effects on non-safety ite'ns.

.a . . . . -_ _~ . _ ___ _ - ,
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exercise some judgment in reporting under this section" (48 Fed.
Reg at 39,043, col. 2).

ERQR94ED_NEW_9MDAUGE: The proposed new guidance defines the
. events that significantly hamper site personnel without including
the limitation from the Statements of consideration for section
50.73 that personnel be hampered in "the performance of safety
related activities affecting plant cafety" (Efta 5 3.2.8, at pp.

65-66). By omission of this previous guidance, the proposed new
guidanr'a extends reporting to include events that significantly
hamper site personnel in the performance of any dutiota, regardless
of ';hether safcty-related or nonsafety-related.F In addition,
the croposed new reporting guiChnce extends an " actual threat" to
include threats to the plant's " safety-related or other non-
safety-related equipment" (5 3.2.8, at p. 65). The Staff also
expects licensees to epply these reporting requirements broadly,
" covering more than just safety systemsd (111) . Finally, licensees
would be required to provide followup notification on the " status
of any non-safety-related equipment or systems normally used to
cool the reactor" (5 4.3.4, at p. 151).

1; BPECJFIc goyclEH: Under the proposed new reporting guidance,
licensees would need t.o report events that threaten nonsafety-
related equiprent, as well as snfety-related equipment, or*

significantly hamper the perforrance of nonsafety-related
activities, as well as safety-related activities. Instead of
focusing on'the safety or safe operation of the plant, this new
guidance would direct licensees to report any activity that
threatens the plant regardless of the degree of impact on the plant
or plant activities, or even the degree of impact on safety-
related plant equipment and activities. In this way, the new

3

f guidance focut,as on, as a basis of reporting, the mechanism (i.e. ,
' the threat) rather than the truly relevant result (i.e., an impact

on a safety f taction or safety-related activity) .

REQPJiREDAU9.H: We recommend that only references to safety-
- related equipment and activities be included in Sections 3.2.8 and'

4.3.4 of NUREG-1022, Rev. 1 The inclusis.a of nonsafety-related
equipment and activities is contrary to the intent of the

. regulations contained in 10 C.F.R. 55 50. 72 (b)-(1) (iv) and
50.7 3 (a) (2) (x) . Should the NRC decide to issue NUREG-1022, Rev.
1, despite this inconsistency, the NRC should justify why
information on nonsafety-related equipment and activitics is needed!

As an example'of this broader focus, the new guidance states
! that "[s]ignificant hampering of sita personnel in the
I secondary _pla nt areas is also reportable, because it often
|

increases the reactor transients initiated by secondarv avstem
anomalies" (5 3.2.8, at p. 66, emphasis added).'

|-
I

!

___ ,, _
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and comp 1 vee a backfitting analysia to address the change in Staff
position from the original guidance associated with these reportino
requirements.

6. ContrarYJ9_IDe Intent And Laaguace Of The Reaulations.
The PIpposeck New R.gnprtina Guidan.qe Woulil Require
Licencoes: (a) To Report ESP Actuations Accordina To A
_G eAefic_pe fini tion __Of,_An ES P (Irrespective Of A Plant's
Jdpuquaina Basis Definition): ADgL_( b) To Includn.31thiD
The Scope Qfln " Actuation. " And Thereby Report, Both The
Royggent Of An ESP And A Single C_ttannel Actuation In
LLttl_ti-CAgnnoLESF Sypigmg.

E]LGJLATORY FRAHRHQRE: 10 C.F.R. 5 50,72 (b) (2', (11) requires,
_

in pertinent part, that licensees report within four hours:

Any event or condition that results in uanual or
automatic actuation of any Engineered Cafety Feature
(ESF) [unless] actuation of an ESF results. . . . . .

from and is part of the preplanned sequence during
testing or reactor optration . (Emphasis added.). . .

Licensees must also file an LER within 30 days for such an event
or condition, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. S 50.73 (a) (2) (iv) .

We focus below on the repcrting requirement associated with
an " actuation of an FSF" that is not part of a preplanned activity.

EXISTING N29 GT)lpARQ3: a. ESF Definition: The Statements
of Consideration underly' ig both of these regulations do not define
an ESF, arguably in recognition that each licensee identifies ESPs
at their facilities (e.g., a listing in the licensee's FSAR), and
NRC reviews and approves the list with the insuance of the initial
operating license (e.g., in the Staf f's SER) . In fact, in the
existing reporting guidance the Staff clearly states that licensees
should define their own population of plant systems, components,

'

and structures that serve an ESF purpose.

b. .ESF Actuations The Statements of Consideration for
Section 50.73 (a) (2) (iv) also state that d[t]his paracraph requires
events to be reported whenever an ESF actuates either manually or
automatically, regardless of plant status" (48 Fed. Reg. at 33,834,
col.1 (emphasis added)) . This same statement is included verbatim
in the existing reporting guidance, gag NUREG-lO22, Rev. O, at p.
14. Similarly, the Statements of Consideration for Spction 50.72
state that the " intent and scope of this reporting fequirement .

is intended to capture event . during which an ESF actuates,. .

either manually or automatically, or fails to actuate" (48 Fed. -

Reg. at 39,043, col. 3 (emphasis added)). However, for
multichannel ESF systems, licensees need report only when there has

. - ._
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been an " actuation of enough channels to complete the minimum
actuation logic. [8] ingle channel actuations (whether caused. . .

by failures or otherwise) are not reportable if they do not
complete the minimum actuation logio" (48 Fed Reg at 33,8b4, col.
1, and 48 Fed. Reg. at 39,043, s. c l . 3 (emphasis added)). This
latter qualification is also reiterated verbatim in the existing
reporting guidance, pet NUREG-1 M2, Rev. O, at p. 14.

'

PJOPOSED NEW GUIDAN_CJ: a. ESF Definition: The proposed new
reporting guidance states that "ESFs are defined to be those
nuclear power plant systems that- function to mitigate the
consequences of postulated accidents" ($ 3.3.2, at p. 81 (empharis
added)). The new guidance then proccads to list " typical" ESF
systems (S 3.3.2, Table 2, at p. 82), and states that "[e]quivalent
plant systems with different names are tg be considered ESF systems
for reportability" (S 3.3.2, at p. 81 (emphasis added)). Moreover,
the new guidance would require the reporting of events, for the
first time ~ $ ply "[i) f components or systems are taken credit for <

in [the] s, sty analysis" (id). Under such guidance, the NRC Staf f
acknowledges "that some plants have not previously reported
actuations of some of those ESPs because the FSAR designations of
ESF equipment varies" (s 3.3.2, Footnote 1, at 7. 81).

*

b. EST Actuations: The proposed new reporting guidance
states that the simple phycical closure of a main steam isolation
valve is within the definition of an ESF actuation (S 3.3.2, at p.

87). In addition, the new guidance implies that single channel
actuation in multi-channel ESF systems are reportable by failing
to address the single channel actuation exception at all, noq $
3.3.2, at p. 83.

p.yECIFIC CO]iCERJ{8: By actually defining an ESP, the proposed
new reporting guidance in effect ignores the fact that licensees
can n.ost offectively define what constitutes an ESF for their own
facilities. Moreover, ths new reporting guidance equates the
purpose served by an ESF with the definition of an ESF. Thus,
NUREG-1022, Rev. 1, would effectively classify as an ESF any plant
system, structure, or component: (i) that functions to mitigate
the consequences of postulated accidents, (ii) for which credit was
taken in the safety analysis, or (lii) that performs a function
similar to those identified in Table 2 of NUREG-1022, Rev. 1.

While licensees indeed may develop their ESF list using these or
other types of criteria, to explicitly define an ESF with these
criteria contradicts the intent of-the regulations namely to--

permit each licensee to define the ESF systems based on plant-
rpecific factors.

In addition, as suggested above, the proposed new reporting
guidance would extend the reporting requirements for ESF actuations
to simple operator errors involving the incorrect movements of

|

l

.
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redundant ESF components as opposed to actual ESF actuations, as
well as_to single channel actuations in multi-channel ESF systems.
This change would incroaco the number of reports but, given the
significance of the new types of events that would be captured,
would provide no new meaningful data.

RELCOMMElipATION: We recommend the removal of the detailed ESF
definition, including Table 2, from Section 3.3.2 of NUREG-1022,
Rev. 1. In the alternative, the guidance should be clear that the
Table is only for illustrative purpoces; licensees should be free
to define ESFs for their own facilities.

We also recommend the revision of Section 3.3.2 to incorporate
the-existing exception to reporting for single channel actuations
in multi-cht.nnel ESF actuation systems. In both these areas, the
proposed new reporting guidance is contrary to the intent of the
regulations contained in 10 C.F.R. 59 50. 72 (b) (2 ) (ii) and
50. 73 (a) (2) (iv) .

Moreover, the guidance directing licensees to report ES7
movement, as _ opposed to actuation, directly contradicts the
language in the regulat ons, and should therefore be appropriately-

revised.

Should the NRC decide to . sue NUREG-1022, hev. 1, despite
these inconsistencies, the NRC should justify why a specific ESF
definition and reporting of previously non-reportable actuations
is necessary, and should complete a backfitting analysic to address
the ' change in Staff position from the original clarifications
associated with these reporting requirements contained in the
-Statements of Consideration and the existing guidance contained in
NUREG-1022.

III. Ad.ditional Concerns

The following comments reflect additional concerns associated
with NRC positions or guidance as articulated in draf t NUREG-1022,
Rev. 1

A. Contrary To The Recuirements Of 10 C.F.R. E 50.109. Drafi
NURES- 102 2 , Rey. 1. Contains Several New Or D.ifferent
Staff Pp.Lij; ions On Renortina Wit.JLqut_ A Supportina

_ _ _

Rackfittina Analysis.

~ The proposed new reporting guidance contained in NUREG-1022,
Rev. 1, was issued without a backfitting analysis, presumably
because the NRC Staff concluded that the " document does not change
the reporting requirements in 10 CFR 50,72 and 50.73. [and]. . .

because the clarifications do not change the scope or intent of the

. _ _ _-
. - . - .
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reporting requirements in SS 50.72 and 50.73" (56 Fed. Reg. at
50,598, col. 3). As shown in the above comments, however, there
are several sections in NUREG-1022, Rev.1, that do not reflect the
reporting requirements or their intent as previously developed in
the underlying Statements of Consideration and existing reporting
guidance. Additional comments are identified in Section III.A.1
below. In order to adopt new or different Staff positions in these
areas, tne NRC Staff must comply with the requirements of 10 C.F.R.
5 50.109 by completing a backfitting analysis pIlor to adopting new
reporting guidance.

The NRC Staff, in the draft revision, has specifically
acknowledged that "more analyses need to be performed and new
efforts.r.aed to be developed to extract further lessons- from
operational data" ($ 1.2, at p. 2). This implies that the NRC is
revising its guidance specifically to acek new data and new lessons
from information Dot; pI_0.Y_iRREh reported. This is nothing if not
an acknowledgement that reporting guidance is being revised and
that reporti7g thresholds are being lowered. We do not agree that
new information of the type the Staff apparently seeks is needed
or useful. Hcwever, in the event the Staff identifies a basis for
acauiring more information to support additional analyses anc
devel) ping further lessons learned, again a backfitting analysis
is warranted since licensees currently are not required to provide
such information under the requirements and interpretations of
Sect. ions 50.72 and 50.73.

It is also our view that the Staff is seeking new informat ion
by force-fitting that information lato the existing requirements
of Sections 50.72- and 50.73. Even assuming the expanded
information is useful, this approach to information gathering
carries with it - the additional burdens imposed by the formal
reporting process as well as the negative percept ions created by
that process, in fact, it is likely that much cf the routine
operational information now sought is already avalable to the
Staff by other less formal means.

We also observe that over the course of th( past 8 years
licensees have made- extensive use of the existing guidance
contained in NUREG-1022, Rev. O, at timec 11 corporating text and/or
references xeyarding reportable conditions in specific procedures.
The decision to " supersede" the existing.guidan'e would require
licensees to revise in a significant manner their existing
procedures, as well as devise and conduct associated training,
thereby creating substantial burdens for licensees. These burdens
also should be assessed by NRC prior to the issuance of NUREG-
1022, Rev. 1.

.
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1. ProposgsLRen_qrling_Gnidance InvolviqNew Staf f Positions
On Renorting.

NUREG-1022, Rev. 1, Section 4.2.1 (at p. 129) contains the
follawing Staff position which establishes a new threshold for
reporting a " problem pursuant to Section 50.72:a

If the licensee initially decides that a design or
operational problem is sianificant enough to enter a
technical specification lit. ting condition for operation
or to take other compensatory measure, it is immediately
reportable en that evidence alonn (S 4.2.1, at p. 129).

In addition, Section 4.3.3 (at p. 1_50) requires a licensee to make
a followup report, pursuant to Section 50.72 (c) (3 ) (1) , in the event
"TS limiting conditions for operation (LCO) (are) entered or ,

exited." These Staf f positions reflect new guidance on reporting,
and therefore require the completion of a backfitting analysis.

Another example of a request for information rogarding events
or co 91tions not currently required to be reported, involves
anticipated transients without scram (ATWS):

The guidance given for RPS and EDF definitions,. . .

reportability, and exceptions, also applies to the
' porting of ATWS system automat.ic, manual, or

.nadvertent actuations or failures to actuate (5 3.3.2,
at p. 84).

The typical ATWS system, a nonsafety-related system, is designed-
as a backup for the Reactor Protection System (RPS), but is not
considered a part of the RPS. Neither the reporting requirements

|
of Sections 50. 72 (b) (2) (ii) and 50. 73 (a) (2) (v) , nor the current
guidance associated with these requirements _ in NUREG-1022, and its
two supplemento, explicitly requires reporting of ATWS actuations'

or failures to actuate. Instead, licensees need only report RPS
L and ESF actuations. ,

| 2. Eronosed Reportina GuidatLce Wherein -The Staff Has '

| Pronosed Different EpElt;1pjlg On Reportina.

!! NUREG-1022,-Rev.1, also contains different reporting guidance
than previously provided in NUREG-1022 and its two supplements as

*

reflected-in the following aroa:

? Failure to meet (TS Section 6) administrative
.

requirements is prohibited by the TS. Whether it is
! reportable as an LER depends upon whether it results in ,

| a condition covered by the LER rule. If a variance from

|.
the administrative requirements of TS results in

|

__ . _ _ _
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cperl. ions or conditions prohibited by the TS, then the
yariance is reportable (5-3.2.2, at p. 36). If a chanan
in the plapt's _orqAD_izational st nglutp is made. that Jan
ngt vet been anoroyf;d as a TS chance, an LER is reng tpfl
(5 3.2.2, at p. 38, emphasis added).8

We recommend the removal of any naw or different Staff
positions on reporting guidelines contained in NUREG-1022, Rev.1,
unless.the Staff first completes a backfitting analysis.

B. liUREG-1022. Rev. 1. Addresses Reculatory Is, Sags That AE2
'

Inappronriat;3_ For Ipclus LQn_In A ReDortina Guidangs
Document.

NUREG-1022, Rev. 1, addressas several issues unrelated to
reporting guidance. These discussions should be removed from the
document. First, the draft guidance states that when a licensee
provides a 1-hotr,- ENS report for degraded or unanalyzed conditions
(Section 50.72 (b) (1) (ii) ) , "[t]he licensee typically may be asked
to discuss whether a justification for continued operation. . .

(JCO) is noenssary or being prepared" ($ 4.3.2, at pp. 140-141).
- Second, the aaft guidance states that when a licensoo provides a
.1- our ENS report for an emergency core cooling system dischargeh
into the reactor coolant system (Section 50.72 (b) (1) (iv) ) , "the'

[the) basis forlicensee typically may be asked to discuss . . .

continued operation" (9 4.3.2, at pp. 141-142).

Contrary-to this guidance, the licensee's decision to develop
either a JCO or e bases for continued operation (BCO) has no
bearing on the reportability of.a particular event or condition.
As-recognized in other recent Staff guidance, reportability is a
matter separate from JCO/BCO considerations. We. recommend the

comuang.NURE 1022, Supp. 1, Question and Answer 2.9, at p.
4, which states in pertinent part'(emphasis added):

g

Although failure to meet the administrative requirements
of-the Technical Specification is a y_lolation, whether

t

| it is reportable as an LER depends upon if it results in
a condition covered by the rule. If the violation of the-
Technical Specifications results in operation prohibited
by the Technical Specifications, then the event or

L condition is reportable. However, if the
'

. . .

requirement is only administrative and does not' affect'

plant operation, then an LER is not recuired; for
example, a chance in the oliLqt;1p craanizational structure

11Latt has not vet been approved as a Technical
SpocifigAt;i9D chance.
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deletion of thesc references from NUREG -102 2, Rev. 1, Section

4.3.2.

The Oew reporting guidance also addresses waivers of

compliance k.y noting that "(c)ntry into STS 3.0.3 for any reason
or justification is reportable unless a temporary waiver of
compliance it obtained" (5 3.2.2, at p. 36). We agree that enity
into Technical Specification 3.0.3 (a/k/a, " motherhood") is

generally reporthble as operation in a condition prohibited by the
Technical Specifications. However, this reference implies that
once in the STS 3.0.3, obtaining a waiver of compliance will
eliminate the need to report. This implication cannot be correct
if the plant is already in a condition prohibited by the technical
specifications (apa NRC Memorandum f rom T. E. Murley, "Telnporary
Waivers of Compliance," (Feb. 22, 1990)). (We agree that if a
waiver of compliance has been received in advance, no report should
be necessary as the plant would not have entered STS 3.0.3).
Morcover, the concept of waivers of compliance relates to

enforcement, not reportability. The discussion regarding
'

temporary waivers of compliance should be clarified or removed f rom
NUREG-1022, Rev.1, Section 3.2.2.

Finally, the new guidance states that service water systems
leakage is reportable pursuant to Sections 50.72 (b) (1) (ii) (D) and '

50.73 (a) (2) (ii) (B) "if the licensee is not in compliance with
Generic Letter 90-05" (5 3.2.4, at p. 49). We recommend the
deletion of this referenco since Generic Letters are not considered
regulatory requirements.

~

IV. Conclush n

We appreciate the opportunity to provide the above
comments. We urge the NRC to undertake appropriate steps to modify
the proposed new reportino guidance prior to issuance, consistent b

with the above comments. We look forward to a continued
opportunity to interact with the Staff on this effort.

Sincerely,

DW J \. % A ._ _

Nicholas S. Reynolds
David A. Repka
Willian A. Horin
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